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Lenormand Card Keyword Table
O = generally optimistic, C = generally challenging, and N = generally neutral

Card Signifier Keywords

1. Rider N visitor Messenger, visiting, new information, unknown individual, arriving, speed

2. Clover O luck Small benefit, good fortune, daily pleasures, pleasant, fun, coincidence

3. Ship N travel Life's journey, trip, movement, evolving, traveling, progressing,
adventurous

4. House N family Home-based business, family members, belonging, cozy, traditional

5. Tree O health Roots, legacy, growth, ancestors, past, medical, grounded, healing

6. Clouds C uncertainty The unknown, questions, confusion, unclear, insecure, stormy, doubt

7. Snake C self care Traditional: traitor, black stabbing, untrustworthy, deception
Modern: personal safety, self-care, setting boundaries

8. Coffin C endings Grief, loss, situation reaching its natural end, sad, burying, denial

9. Flowers O gifts Surprise, positive response, appreciative, polite, flattery, enjoyment

10. Scythe C change Quick ending, something cut off, unexpected change, sudden, accidental

11. Whip C sex Cycles, stuck in a rut, sexual attraction, physical, conflicting, argument

12. Birds C social
media

Gossip, chatter, communication, energetic, scattered, distracting, nervous,
other people’s opinions

13. Child N children Inner child, new beginning, playful, innocent, inexperienced, immature

14. Fox N coworkers Traditional: sneaky, untrustworthy, suspicion, selfishness
Modern: clever, calculating, advantageous, cunning

15. Bear N personal
power

Strong, leadership, dominating, powerful, aggressive, boss or supervisor,
influential

16. Star O dreams Lofty goals becoming reality, inspiring, hope, optimistic, aspirational

17. Stork N moving Transition, something new coming in, transformation, baby, cycles

18. Dog O friendship Loyal, consistent, warm-hearted, companionship, support, a follower

19. Tower N institutions Large business, security, major institution, isolated, inflexible, lonely

20. Garden O community Social groups, friends, society, communal, famous, cultural, networking

21. Mountain C obstacles Strength through challenges, difficulties, hurdles, enduring, difficulties

22. Crossroads N decisions Options, pros and cons, multiple, possibile, open-ended, expansion
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23. Mice C loss Slow eating away of profits, letting go, release, decrease, disease, decay

24. Heart O love Romantic, heartfelt, sincere, charity, compassionate, forgiving, passionate

25. Ring O commitment Agreement, marriage, honor, solid, committed, partnership, promise

26. Book N research Secret, hidden, knowledge, uncovering, information, study, education

27. Letter N messages Communication from afar, information, signs, directions, document

28. Man N men Male person, masculine energy, planning, take charge, taking action

29. Woman N women Female person, feminine energy, receptive, flexible, go with the flow

30. Lily O spirituality Grace, harmony, calm, virtue, beauty, peace, wisdom, morality, spirituality

31. Sun O success Positive outcome, energetic, warm, successful, a new day, victory, truth

32. Moon N emotions Longing, subconscious, inner desires, intuition, mental health, fantasy

33. Key O insight Key to success, door opening, revealing, figuring things out, liberation

34. Fish O increase Gain, financial prosperity, multiplying, more, business, wealth, abundant

35. Anchor O security Solidity, stability, stubborn, endurance, unmoving, centering, durable

36. Cross N duty, religion Spiritual institutions, obligation, rules, limiting, principles, burdensome

37. Hands N relationships Personal bonds, give and take, harmonious interaction, working together

38. Bench N work Employment, daily duties, personal calling, projects, working, making

39. Leaf O personal
growth

Expanding boundaries, progressing, walking your path, growing

40. Brush N creativity Artistic, aesthetic, creative problem solving, self expressive, personal style

41. Enby N non-binary
gender fluid

Individual who does not identify as either male or female, transcending
social boundaries, flexible, adaptive, rule-breaking

Note that the last five cards in this list are found in the Rune Chakra Lenormand deck but not in a traditional
36-card Lenormand deck.


